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2020 IN FACTS AND FIGURES

2020 in facts and figures
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A MESSAGE FROM THE CEO

A message from the CEO

Without a doubt, 2020 will go down in the books as one of the most extraordinary years that we have endured 
here at Royal Dutch Jaarbeurs in our entire 104-year history. The COVID-19 pandemic had a major impact on our 
society, our health, and economy – and certainly on our industry. I can still remember clearly how our subsidiaries 
in Asia were the first to be confronted at the end of January with a virus that was first detected in Wuhan. We saw 
a repeat of this on 17 March 2020 at Jaarbeurs. On that day, the doors in Utrecht closed, and they opened only 
sporadically and partially over the rest of the year.

 ‘We’ll come out of this stronger.’ That was the basic attitude of our employees from day one. It’s a heartening 
mindset, and one that gives us confidence for the future. I am extremely grateful to our staff for their 
perseverance, their creativity, and their commitment.

In our society, and in some cases also at Jaarbeurs, many people have lost loved ones over the past year. Given 
this horrific coronavirus pandemic, I am mindful first and foremost of all the regrettable deaths. It goes without 
saying that our sympathy goes out to all surviving relatives, whom we wish all the strength in the world as they 
cope with the painful loss of their loved ones.

As is often the case in times of need, here at Jaarbeurs we were able to contribute to the fight against the 
coronavirus, for example by helping organise one of the largest test locations and then one of the largest 
vaccination sites in the Netherlands.

‘We’ll come out of this stronger’
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A MESSAGE FROM THE CEO

In every crisis there are also opportunities. Jaarbeurs itself is one example: it was started during the First World 
War to boost Dutch trade and business. And this crisis, too, offers opportunities. In 2020, in cooperation with our 
partner Samsung Global, our exhibition halls were fitted out with an extensive system of beacons, thus creating 
new opportunities for indoor navigation and marketing. But this will also serve as a basis for crowd control, so we 
can organise our events even more safely. When the doors open again soon, it will be to an even safer, renewed 
environment. We have gone to great lengths to make sure we have stringent precautions in place, so we can 
welcome guests safely. Although safety ultimately begins and ends with behaviour, we have done everything we 
can to make sure everything goes well on that front. In December we were the first event venue in the Netherlands 
to be awarded the Kiwa seal of approval for COVID-19 prevention measures.

It’s second nature to Jaarbeurs to move with the times, from the barracks on the Vredenburg, where we started in 
1917, to the permanent complex of exhibition halls in the heart of Utrecht, where we are today. Together with the 
City of Utrecht, we continued in 2020 to work on the plans for the New Jaarbeurs from 2023, set to be the most 
sustainable events venue in Europe.

That gives us confidence for the future. The events sector is going to bounce back strongly, and we have used 
this time for new initiatives, new collaborations, innovations and accelerated digitalisation. We started up again in 
June last year with VNU-EA, our China subsidiary, and considering how long we were open for, we produced 
strong financial results in 2020, in line with those for 2019, which were excellent. We are also counting on this 
resilience in the Netherlands for 2021, precisely because of our drive to speed up sustainable growth.

For 2021 we will be putting a strong focus on one of the most important sectors in the Netherlands: healthcare. 
This is a large market, but we also have a social responsibility to contribute to the development of this sector, 
which has proven to be so important.

In our early years, the slogan of our organisation was ‘Stay the course to reach your goal’. Those who persevere, 
press ahead, and show flexibility will meet their goals. Without a doubt, the going will still be tough in 2021, but 
there is land in sight. Thanks to the COVID-19-schemes of the Dutch government, the resilience of our customers 
and our employees, the considerable commitment of our Supervisory Board, and the important partner we have in 
the City of Utrecht, we are looking to the future with confidence. The doors will open again, and we will be so 
pleased to welcome our visitors and guests, both in person and online. We are ready.

Albert Arp
CEO Royal Jaarbeurs

At the beginning of 2020, we were pressing ahead with 
the strong trend we had started in 2016. The 
refocused strategy we had chosen in 2019 was being 
pursued vigorously. With strong financial results and a 
strong cash position, we were, in sports parlance, at 
the top of our game. But then came the crisis, which 
would hit the events sector harder than it had ever 
been hit, and we had to let go of a number of 
colleagues over the course of the year. That was a 
painful but necessary decision, and one that we put off 
for as long as we could. We had to let a lot of flex 
workers go, and we cut back our permanent workforce 
by around 100 people (around 80 FTEs).

"In every crisis there are 
also opportunities"
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AN UNEXPECTED VIRUS, UNEXPECTED OPPORTUNITIES

An unexpected virus, unexpected 
opportunities
On 17 March, just like all exhibition and event venues in the Netherlands, we had to close our doors from one day 
to the next, and cancel all our events. Because we’re an international company, we were well prepared, and we had 
our crisis-management playbooks ready. Our businesses in Asia, and China in particular, were already feeling the 
effects of the outbreak of COVID-19 in February. Right from the start, we acted in accordance with our national 
and international ‘COVID Principles’: the interests and safety of our employees, our customers, and our suppliers 
come first, in that order. Next come the long-term vitality of our company and our sustainability goals. 

A number of factors have given us the confidence that we can come out of the coronavirus crisis fitter than 
before. First of all, we have a solid financial foundation. We were healthy as we headed into the crisis. First, our 
solid financial position has allowed us to invest in our ambitions despite the sudden loss of pretty much all of our 
business. Second, in 2019, we had settled on our vision and mission. We were already working on the strategy we 
had previously formulated, a strategy focused on growth, winning new business, technological innovation, and 
sustainability. That focus allowed us to press ahead right away at an accelerated pace with the new 
organisational structure we had announced at the end of 2019, and to digitise our venue and make it sustainable.

For Royal Dutch Jaarbeurs, 2020 was a year with two faces. On the one hand, 
we were hit hard by the coronavirus crisis, while at the same time it offered us 
all kinds of opportunities to speed things up when it came to technological and 
other forms of innovation, taking a data-driven approach, and sustainability.
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AN UNEXPECTED VIRUS, UNEXPECTED OPPORTUNITIES

In 2020 we invested three million euros in technology, in digitalisation, and in enhancing our technological lead. To 
this end, we had already concluded a strategic alliance with Samsung Global. With innovative information 
technologies, we can now improve the experience our customers and visitors have and offer them a personalised 
journey. In mid-2020 we installed a sustainable network of beacons complemented by magnetic positioning and 
Wi-Fi in our complex of exhibition halls. This network offers our customers endless networking and marketing 
opportunities and options for indoor navigation. A secondary benefit is that we can also use the technology for 
crowd management during the COVID-19 crisis, thus ensuring safe 1.5-metre social distancing. For this purpose, 
we developed the special Jaarbeurs Welcome app in 2020, which will keep us – and visitors – informed about 
where it is busy in the halls, so that they can adapt their visit accordingly.

Towards the end of 2020, we were the first event venue in the Netherlands to be awarded the Kiwa seal of 
approval for COVID-19 prevention measures. That the doors can open again safely in 2021 is quite certain.

"We have invested heavily in technology, digitisation and 
technology"
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WHO WE ARE AND WHAT WE DO

Who we are and what we do
Since our establishment in 1916, we have been a place where people can really meet. It’s in the middle of the 
country, and in the heart of Utrecht. Meeting in order to grow. At Jaarbeurs, we offer and create the space to grow 
faster as people, as an organisation, and as a market, and in a sustainable, safe, and smart way. Live and online 
and offline. We want to be a place where people experience their passion or profession like nowhere else, where 
they can be absorbed in the moment, and focus on what matters to them, and where they can really get the 
attention they deserve. We have been designated the ‘Royal Dutch Jaarbeurs’ since 1931, a distinction we are very 
proud of.

Our organisation
Jaarbeurs employs about 300 people. With our knowledge of specific industries, we are a consultation partner 
and adviser that adds value. We bring considerable expertise to the table in a number of markets such as 
healthcare, construction and installation, manufacturing, logistics, IT media, education, and travel and leisure. We 
focus on B2B and B2C markets with high-profile brands such as the building & construction trade fair BouwBeurs 
and travel & tourism trade show Vakantiebeurs, as well as with platforms such as Computable, installatieprofs.nl 
and maakindustrie.nl.

Jaarbeurs is firmly rooted in society. Ever since our founding in 1916, our key 
focus has been on connecting people, markets, and companies through 
meaningful gatherings and events in the most ideal location, right in the heart 
of the Netherlands.
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WHO WE ARE AND WHAT WE DO

The Venue & Service business unit is responsible within Jaarbeurs for attracting external exhibition and event 
organisers. They are the driving force behind events both in the complex of exhibition halls and in the meeting and 
conference venues. With a large and diverse range of spaces, including the Beatrix Theatre, we are one of the 
largest meeting and conference venues in the Netherlands. But we could not do it without our extensive national 
and international network, or without our suppliers and partners.

Jaarbeurs International
Through our International business unit, we organise trade and consumer events outside the Netherlands that 
focus on the agriculture and food, construction, and lifestyle sectors. We organise the prestigious VIV trade 
shows for innovative livestock farming in China, Thailand and the United Arab Emirates, as well as once every four 
years in the Netherlands. Jaarbeurs has a 70% stake in Shanghai-based VNU Exhibitions Asia. This is an 
independent company that operates within the strategic framework agreed with Jaarbeurs. VNU Exhibitions Asia 
Pacific, which is based in Bangkok, is a smaller organisation in terms of both size and revenue, in which Jaarbeurs 
holds a 49.99% stake. Jaarbeurs International is headquartered at the Jaarbeurs venue in Utrecht.
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‘A+ EXPERIENCE’

‘A+ Experience’
We believe that there has to be a place where people can truly meet and grow. As Jaarbeurs, we offer a place that 
accelerates growth for individuals, organisations and markets in a sustainable, safe and smart way. Both live as 
well as online. In the heart of the country, in the heart of the city. It is our ambition to deliver the best customer 
experience to our business partners and our visitors: that is what we strive for every day.

In 2020 we evaluated our strategic course because of the COVID-19 pandemic and confidently decided to 
maintain it. 

Our mission and vision
‘Jaarbeurs organises and hosts attractive live events and online platforms all year round, creating 
valuable experiences and driving business opportunities’

‘We harness the power of over 100 years’ experience, our unique location, our passionate staff, and 
our strong brands to host meetings in the best possible place, online and offline, day after day’ 

Despite the coronavirus crisis, with our strategy we still have a clear view of 
the road ahead: hospitable, fair, and smart. 
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‘A+ EXPERIENCE’

•

•
•

•

•

•

When we reopen we will let our brand values shine through in our customer experience:

We are hospitable: We want our visitors and customers to have a warm and personal experience online, but 
especially in person.
We are fair. We aim for sustainable relationships with our customers, our suppliers, and the world around us.
We are smart. We are sharp, innovative, and solution-oriented. We always find a practical way to make things 
possible.

Three strategic themes
When it comes to realising our objectives, we at Jaarbeurs draw a comparison to elite sports. Successful teams 
take great care in organising they way they play and focus on their goal-scoring capability. Their chances of 
winning are increased by scoring more goals and discovering new ways to play the game. This is exactly what we 
are doing with our redefined strategy, which is made up of three themes through which we want to fulfil our 
ambitions. These themes are linked to eleven pillars. 

Better organisation will enable us to operate more effectively and be more customer focused. That is why we 
have redesigned our organisational structure, with the events process as the starting point. We are proactive 
in our approach, pay attention to customer needs, and make contact easier. For our own brands, we bring all 
the required knowledge and skills together in multidisciplinary teams that organise everything in an 
integrated fashion.
We also want to earn the highest marks by getting staffing levels right and increasing customer value. We 
increase customer loyalty and forge long-term relationships. Effective planning with attractive events will 
bring more visitors to Jaarbeurs.
And finally, we want to renew the game. We enter new markets, offer high-value services to customers, and 
organise more comprehensive events. We extend our range of locations with additional platforms, online and 
offline.
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‘A+ EXPERIENCE’

Restructuring of Jaarbeurs
In 2020, we rolled out our new organisational structure under the title ‘FutureProof’, following on from the new 
commercial structure announced at the end of 2019 and from the reorganisation that was necessitated by 
COVID-19. A number of interrelated developments led to a reassessment of the plans: the corona crisis, the need 
to work more efficiently, the implementation of our new IT system, and the desire to bring more value to our 
customers.

Our new structure enables us to work smarter, develop 
tailored concepts, attract as many visitors as possible, and 
provide new digital services. There is a greater focus on the 
renewal and development of our own exhibition titles and 
events. This ensures that we will stay relevant, and 
futureproof. Wherever we spot opportunities, we add new 
titles.

Thanks to our new customer portal, we can offer our 
products and services in more clearly laid-out customer 
packages, thus enabling customers and exhibitors to get the 
most out of their participation. For us, the new structure will 
lead to greater efficiency and even higher standards of 
operational excellence.
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HOW JAARBEURS CREATES VALUE

How Jaarbeurs creates value
Jaarbeurs organises and hosts hundreds of exhibitions and events for millions of visitors each year. In so doing, 
we are contributing to the economic, professional, and personal development of companies, organisations, 
sectors, and people.

SDGs as our guiding principles
As one of the largest event venues in the Netherlands, we have a pioneering role to play in the fields of 
sustainability and social responsibility. The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) also serve as 
guiding principles for us. Especially in the area of climate, Jaarbeurs can do a lot to help by reducing the carbon 
footprint of exhibitions, meetings, and events.

Digitalisation
Our sustainability goals go hand in hand with our digitalisation strategy. One example is how we can save on print 
exhibition floor plans once our app can use our unique indoor navigation system to guide visitors and exhibitors to 
each other. We want to become not just Europe’s most sustainable exhibition and event location, but one of its 
smartest.

Value-creation model
We report here on the ways in which we are creating value for society. Our value-creation model provides insights 
into the social, economic and environmental capital we use, how we generate value from this, and what that then 
delivers to society. To highlight our positive impact on society, we have captured our value-creation model in a 
diagram. This shows what resources (input) we need for our business model, and what value that then delivers to 
our stakeholders.
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NOTES ON THE FINANCIAL YEAR

Notes on the financial year
In 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic had a significant impact on the business operations and therefore the financial 
results of Royal Dutch Jaarbeurs. Revenue dropped by 59% to €57.9 million, and the loss was €12.4 million. 

The effects of the pandemic have been absorbed, and measures 
have been taken.
The upward trend that had been successfully established since 2016 came to an abrupt halt in the first quarter of 
2020. As a result of the pandemic, revenue dropped by €82.9 million, and a loss of €12.4 million resulted. The 
government’s NOW scheme (temporary emergency measure to help businesses pay wage costs) contributed 
€12.6 million. In addition, firm measures were taken to limit losses. Direct costs dropped because of lower 
revenue. The reduction of fixed costs led to savings of €4.4 million and the ongoing nature of these savings will 
lead to additional savings in 2021. The balance sheet remains solid, and liquidity at year’s end was €80.3 million 
(2019: €97.5 million), still a considerable buffer.

0

0

0
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NOTES ON THE FINANCIAL YEAR

Staying the course and accelerating, thanks to a solid foundation
Partly thanks to our financial foundation, we were able to continue and even accelerate our national efforts to 
pursue the priorities under our strategy: renewal, new business, and sustainability, as well as technological, digital, 
and other innovation. The planned investments in the masterplan for the new Jaarbeurs also continued. Measures 
were taken to reduce the level of costs on a permanent basis. Part of this involved the greenfield set-up of the 
organisational blueprint and, partly as a result of this, some 80 employees left the organisation, mainly in the first 
quarter of 2021.

Internationally, a profitable year was achieved despite the decline in revenue. Our subsidiary in China was up and 
running fully again starting in June 2020, with domestic fairs and exhibitions. Our subsidiary in Thailand 
postponed its largest trade show, VIV Asia, last year, and there has been a particular focus on online and hybrid 
events.

Operating results
In 2020, revenue from operations declined to €57.9 million (2019: €140.5 million), of which 59% was generated in 
the Netherlands, virtually the same as for 2019. Trade shows, consumer fairs, and events generated 76% of the 
revenue.

Because of the drop in revenue, the operating result fell from €21.4 million in 2019 to negative €15 million in 2020. 
EBITDA dropped to negative €3 million (2019: €32.7 million), a margin of negative 5.3% (2019: 23.3%).

Shareholders’ equity fell by €13.4 million to €141.6 million. As a result of the decrease in balance sheet total, our 
solvency ratio rose to 71.4%. There was no recourse to financing from banks.

Cash flow from operating activities came to negative €7.7 million. This was mainly due to the negative operating 
result. Investments in tangible and intangible fixed assets came to €9.4 million in 2020, as against €8.1 million in 
2019. In addition to regular investments in building maintenance, investments were made in the Ungerboeck 
Financials IT system, the newly built transport bridge, and the masterplan for the new Jaarbeurs.

Liquidity fell by €17.2 million to €80.3 million. 

For detailed explanations of these figures, please see the financial statements.

Events after the balance-sheet date
The COVID-19 pandemic had a significant impact on our business starting in January 2020. We cannot yet open 
our doors in 2021 in the Netherlands because of government restrictions. It is also difficult to estimate how long 
this period of ‘inactivity’ will last. Starting from the third quarter of 2020, our sights have been set on a quick and 
well-executed restart, and on making 2021 a year for investment and transformation. It now seems that the 
vaccination programme is beginning to pick up steam, and we thus expect to reopen in the third or fourth quarter 
of 2021. It is still unclear what numbers and what capacity will be possible at that point. The government’s NOW 
scheme runs until 2021.

The financial consequences of the government measures currently in force are still considerable. Scenario 
analyses have been prepared, and the liquidity buffer seems adequate to absorb the loss that is foreseen.
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REPORT OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD

•

•

•

Report of the Supervisory Board

In the first quarter of 2020, we were suddenly deprived of the lifeblood of our business – that is, meetings and 
events that would draw many people, sometimes in their tens of thousands. One year later, at the time of writing, 
we can fully expect to be able to start work again some time during, or soon after, the summer of 2021. Our 
customers, employees, business and other partners, management, and the Supervisory Board are eagerly awaiting 
that moment, which at this point is why, for us, looking forwards is infinitely preferable to looking back.

All of that being said, though: here is the report of the Supervisory Board for 2020.

Experiences in 2020
Anyone who is a member of a supervisory board at a company where sales in the first quarter of 2020 begin 
dropping to virtually zero could easily have gone through a business 'intensive care' experience a year later. That 
was not the case for the Jaarbeurs Supervisory Board. There are five main reasons for this:

Jaarbeurs entered this difficult period after a number of years in which the organisation had made 
meaningful progress and built up cash reserves that could serve as a buffer.
The government made significant financial support available to companies such as Jaarbeurs whose 
turnover fell markedly.
Because of these first two favourable factors, management and the Supervisory Board were also able to keep 
their focus on building a healthy future for the company over the medium and longer term: manoeuvring as 
well as possible in the short term was a significant and ongoing priority, but it not consume a 
disproportionate amount of attention.

Report of the Supervisory Board
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REPORT OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD

•

•

Employees continued their efforts, with full commitment and a positive attitude, to plan events together with 
clients and to reschedule these (often several times), even in the face of the inevitable staff cuts.
The operations of Jaarbeurs in China were the first to close, but economic activity in the country recovered 
quickly, and our local team, led by Managing Director David Zhong, responded extremely effectively, and that 
resulted in a positive contribution to profits and the payout of a cash dividend from China to the holding 
company in the Netherlands in 2020.

In absolute numbers, financial developments at Jaarbeurs were unfavourable in 2020: there was a net loss of 12 
million euros. Considering the aforementioned set of circumstances, the Supervisory Board considers this to be a 
relatively favourable outcome.  

The Executive Board informed the Supervisory Board each month on the current cash flow and on the projections, 
which they elaborated in various scenarios, regarding cash flow for the upcoming quarters. As the months went 
by, it became increasingly clear that any significant use of our halls in the Netherlands could no longer be 
expected either in 2020 or in early 2021. A reduction in the number of jobs in the Netherlands became inevitable, 
though there was an explicit effort to mitigate the effects of the cuts through retraining and redeployment, all 
within a social plan that was seen as acceptable by those who were affected.   

Major issued focused on the medium and long term were discussed extensively during the four regular meetings 
the Supervisory Board held, these being innovations in marketing (in April), the sustainability of business 
operations (in June), the new innovation process (in September), and the development of the Dutch Health Hub at 
the Jaarbeurs venue (in December).

Developments concerning the New Jaarbeurs were discussed at every meeting of the Supervisory Board. Given 
that part of the cash reserves that had been built up as a buffer had to be used to get through this difficult period, 
that part is no longer available to finance the new building plans. The Executive Board and the Supervisory Board 
thus discussed the extent to which the plans could and should be adjusted in order to be able to press on and 
keep the momentum going. We will have to wait and see when Jaarbeurs can resume operations in the 
Netherlands (and beyond, with the exception of China), but at the moment we are convinced that, with limited 
adjustments, the focus can and should remain on starting construction in 2024.

In addition to the four regular Supervisory Board meetings, several short online sessions were held with the 
Executive Board on the trend with regard to finances, and cash in particular, based on various scenarios around 
full or partial reopening. After a few sessions it became clear that the financial situation was robust, so that it 
would be enough to share information on relevant developments with the Supervisory Board without having to 
hold additional plenary meetings.  

Audit & Risk Committee
The Audit & Risk Committee (ARC) met four times, and each of these meetings was held between one and two 
weeks ahead of the regular Supervisory Board meetings. In addition to the preliminary discussion of the figures, at 
these meetings the ARC also addressed such topics as the new Treasury Charter, cybersecurity, progress in 
implementing the new IT infrastructure, investments (results, budget, and potential savings), risk management, 
and of course the financial consequences of both the closure caused by COVID-19 and the financing of the 
investments for the New Jaarbeurs.

"We will continue to focus on building a healthy future for 
the company in the medium and long term"
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REPORT OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD

•
•
•

Building Committee
The Building Committee met with the Executive Board and representatives of various advisers to discuss the New 
Jaarbeurs. It was also decided that this information should be discussed by the full Supervisory Board.

Selection and Remuneration Committee
Given that there were no changes in the composition of the Supervisory Board or the Executive Board, the 
Selection & Remuneration Committee had little reason to engage in any special activities. Under harsh conditions 
one gets a better sense of the qualities an organisation’s staff possesses. Equipped with this better 
understanding, at the end of the reporting year the Supervisory Board expressed its appreciation, with extra 
satisfaction and conviction, to CEO Albert Arp for the way in which he has been leading Jaarbeurs. And it also 
admires the ways in which staff and management alike have been holding their own during this period and 
continuing to dedicate themselves with verve to Jaarbeurs.

The Executive Board prepared the annual report, including the 2020 financial statements, on which Deloitte issued 
an unqualified audit opinion. The Supervisory Board:

discussed the 2020 Annual Report with the Executive Board and with Deloitte as external auditor;
agrees with the Executive Board’s proposal to charge the loss to shareholders’ equity; and
approved and adopted, in its capacity as the Board of Stichting Koninklijke Nederlandse Jaarbeurs (Royal 
Dutch Jaarbeurs Foundation), the 2020 Annual Report.

The road ahead
It seems clear that international operations in China can be carried out without hindrances again this year. In the 
other countries where we operate, the possibilities appear to be non-existent or extremely limited, at least for the 
first half of 2021. Thus, in all likelihood, and despite the extraordinary efforts on the part of our Managing Director 
of the VIV trade shows for innovative livestock farming, Heiko Stutzinger, and of his team, we will have to cancel 
the major VIV trade show it was planning to hold in Thailand in 2021. We anticipate that Jaarbeurs in Utrecht will 
reopen at some point in the second half of the year. Even if this turned out not to be the case, the future of 
Jaarbeurs is fully assured.

In the meantime, we are making the exhibition halls in Utrecht available for a test location, for a vaccination site, 
and for education, and we are continuing with our initiatives in digitalisation, sustainability, marketing, and 
innovation. Work on the plans for the New Jaarbeurs is proceeding apace.

The COVID-19 crisis will no doubt accelerate structural changes in society, and perhaps even beget new ones. The 
desire to meet in person seems to have increased rather than decreased, at least for events in the Netherlands.

The Supervisory Board therefore continues to look to the future of Jaarbeurs with optimism and confidence, and 
thanks all of its customers, its collaborative partners, its staff, the Executive Board, and the City of Utrecht for their 
efforts and their support for Jaarbeurs.

The Jaarbeurs Supervisory Board

7 April 2021
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MEMBERS OF THE BOARDS

Members of the Boards
Supervisory Board (photo was taken before March 2020)

Mr E.K. (Evert) Greup    

Chairman 
Appointed on: 1 December 2016 
Chairman of Building Committee
Member of Selection and 
Remuneration Committee

Secondary 
positions:

• Member of supervisory board Sofam, LVG Nederland
• Member of the board of Deka Development Foundation, 

DOB Tree Foundation, Flowfund Foundation, ForestPeace 
Foundation, Fred Foundation, Kiem Foundation, LPG 
Foundation, Vogelgezang Foundation and VOx Impuls 
Foundation

Ms P.G. (Pamela) Boumeester    

Vice Chairwoman 
Appointed on: 1 January 2011 
Chairwoman of Selection and 
Remuneration
Committee
Member of Building Committee

Secondary 
positions:

• Professional supervisory director;
  Chairwoman of Advisory Board of H&S Group
  Chairwoman of Advisory Board of Vebego
  Chairwoman Supervisory Board WPG Executive Coach
• Non Executive Director Global Via SA, Madrid
• Member STAK MerweOord
• Member of the Board KF Heinstichting
• Chairwoman Stichting RHDHV

Mr W. (William) Bontes    

Appointed on: 14 December 2017 
Chairman of Audit Committee
Member of Building Committee

Secondary 
positions:

• CFO Louwman Groep
• Chairman of the Arbitration Committee of the Public 

Transport Chip Card Cooperative
• Member Supervisory Board STER (Stichting Etherreclame)

Ms R. (Rachelle) van der Linden    

Appointed on: 1 July 2018 
Member of Audit Committee

Secondary 
positions:

• CEO Creatinc
• Member Supervisory Board Albron

Mr. W. (Winston) Gerschtanowitz    

Appointed on: 1 July 2018 Secondary 
positions:

• Entrepeneur and shareholder of various organisations
• Founder and co-director of DFFRNT Media B.V

  • Presenter of various TV programmes
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MEMBERS OF THE BOARDS

Executive Board (photo taken before March 2020)

Van links naar rechts: Franka Morssink, Albert Arp, Peter van der Veer

Mr A.C (Albert) Arp      

CEO, from 16 March 2016 Secondary 
positions:

• Member of the Supervisory Board of the VGZ care insurer
• Member of the Supervisory Board of Domus Magnus B.V.
• Member of the Board Stichting Administratiekantoor 

V.O.Zee
• Chairman of Board of directors VNU Exhibitions Asia 

(Shanghai)
• Chairman of Board of directors VNU Asian Pacific 

(Bangkok)
• Vice- Chairman UFI Europe - Global Association of the 

Exhibition Industry

Ms F.J.M. (Franka) Morssink      

CFO, from 1 December 2016 Secondary 
positions:

• Member of Supervisory Board of Rabobank Utrecht
• Member of Supervisory Board of NTR
• Member of the Kalsbeek College Supervisory Board
• Member of Board of directors VNU Exhibitions Asia 

(Shanghai)

Mr P.J.A. (Peter) van der Veer      

CCO, from 23 september 2019 Secondary 
positions:

• n/a
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2020

Consolidated balance sheet as at 31 
December 2020
(before profit distribution proposal)            
(before profit distribution proposal)            
Amounts x €1,000
      2020     2019

Fixed assets      
 

   
Intangible fixed assets 1 2,522     3,884  
Tangible fixed assets 2 84,818     85,985  
Financial fixed assets 3 9,566     7,349  

      96,906     97,218
Current assets            
Inventories   103     433  
Receivables 4 21,155     34,244  
Cash and cash equivalents 5 80,289     97,516  

      101,547     132,193

Total assets     198,453     229,411

Group equity      
 

   
Issued and paid-up capital   459     459  
Share premium reserve   35,774     35,774  
Statutory reserves   2,127     2,916  
Other reserves   113,101     100,083  
Unappropriated result   -12,374     12,383  

Shareholders’ equity 6   139,087     151,615
Non-controlling interest 7   2,520     3,345

      141,607     154,960
Provisions 8   6,841     4,238
Current liabilities 9   50,005     70,213

Total liabilities     198,453     229,411
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF PROFIT AND LOSS FOR 2020

Consolidated statement of profit and 
loss for 2020
Amounts x €1,000            
Amounts x €1,000            
      2020     2019

Net revenue 10 57,873     140,494  
Other revenue 11 12,587     0  

Total operating income     70,460     140,494
Costs of third-party services,            
other external costs   25,784     55,627  
Wages and salaries   20,243     23,480  
Social insurance contributions   3,067     4,168  
Pension costs   1,437     1,485  

  12 24,747     29,133  

Other operating expenses 13 22,975  
 

23,014  
Amortisation and impairment of intangible fixed assets   1,677     2,747  
Depreciation and impairment of tangible fixed assets   10,262     8,632  
  14 11,939     11,379  
Total operating expenses     85,445     119,153
Operating result (EBIT)     -14,985     21,341

Financial income and expenses 15   921
 

  510

Profit before tax     -14,064     21,851
Tax 16   3,404     -6,575

Profit after tax     -10,660     15,276
Non-controlling interest 17   -1,714     -2,893

Net profit     -12,374     12,383
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CONSOLIDATED CASH-FLOW STATEMENT 2020

Consolidated cash-flow statement 
2020
Amounts x €1,000          
    2020     2019

Cash flow from operating activities    
 

   
Operating profit   -14,985     21,341
Amortisation and impairment of intangible fixed assets 1,677     2,747  
Depreciation and impairment of tangible fixed assets 10,262     8,632  
Dividend from non-controlling interest -2,366     -2,067  
Movements in provisions 2,603     -1,231  

    12,176     8,081
Movements in inventories and receivables 13,429     -4,177  
Movements in current liabilities -16,130     -2,962  
Cash flow          
    -2,701     -7,139
Interest income 1,240     734  
Interest expenses -115     -15  
Other financial income and expenses -379     -253  
Tax paid on profit -2,904     -3,124  

    -2,158     -2,658

Total cash flow from operating activities   -7,668     19,625

Cash flow from investing activities    
 

   
Investments and disinvestments in:          
Intangible fixed assets -316     -1,805  
Tangible fixed assets -9,107     -6,323  
Financial fixed assets -136     -564  

Total cash flow from investing activities   -9,559     -8,692

Cash flow from financing activities    
 

   
Repayments of non-current liabilities 0     0  
Exchange differences with group companies 0     0  

Total cash flow from financing activities   0     0

Movements in cash and cash equivalents   -17,227
 

  10,933
Cash and cash equivalents as at 1 January   97,516     86,583

Cash and cash equivalents as at 31 December   80,289     97,516
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OTHER INFORMATION

Other information
Group structure as at 31 December 2020
Listed below are all group companies included in the consolidation. Whenever the stake is less than 100% and the 
registered offices in question are not in Utrecht, this is noted. Companies marked by an asterisk (*) are included in 
the consolidation in proportion to the size of the stake involved.   

 
Establishment 
location

Actual 
interest 

(%)

Commercial 
Register 
number

Jaarbeurs Holding B.V. (group head)     30000907

Jaarbeurs Vastgoed B.V.     30150060

Jaarbeurs B.V.     30149551
Beheersmaatschappij Jaarbeurspoort B.V.     30004111

VNU Exhibitions Europe B.V.     30149544

Corsofex Beheer B.V.     30143416
Quel Business Information B.V.     09112420
Marqit B.V.     24336864
Jaarbeurs International B.V.     30149546
VNU Exhibitions Asia Ltd. Shanghai 70%  
VNU Rapid News Co., Ltd. Shanghai 35%  
VNU Richland Exhibition Co., Ltd. Shanghai 49%  
Europe Asia Global Link Exhibitions (EAGLE) Shanghai Co., Ltd. Shanghai 35%  
Europe Asia Global Link Changdu XinZhiongLian Exhibition Co., Ltd. Chengdu 21%  
Shenzhen Vision International Exhibition Co., Ltd. Shenzhen 70%  
Chengdu VNU Vision Exhibition Co., Ltd. Chengdu 49%  
Pet Fair Asia Ltd. Shanghai 70%  
Nanjing VNU Co., Ltd. Nanjing 70%  
Guangzhou VNU-Zongheng Exhibition Co., Ltd Guangzhou 42%  
Shanghai VNU Italian Culture Deveopment Co., Ltd. Shanghai 35%  
Oriental Universal VNU Kunming Exhibition Co., Ltd. Kunming 35%  
VNU Beijing Yuanda Co., Ltd. Beijing 38.5%  
VNU Exhibitions Asia Pacific Company Ltd. * Bangkok 49.99%  

Jaarbeurs Catering Services B.V.     30138639

JaarbeursCateringJobs B.V.     30280351
Grand Exploitatie B.V.     30149548
AvD Holding B.V.     30246799
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FIVE YEARS OF JAARBEURS HOLDING

Five years of Jaarbeurs Holding
2020          

Amounts x €1 million          
  2020 2019 2018 2017 2016

Abbridget consolidated income statements          

Fixed assets 96.9 97.2 100.6 112.7 120.4

Current assets 101.5 132.2 117.1 84.3 82.0

  198.4 229.4 217.7 197.0 202.4

Group equity 141.6 155.0 142.0 133.6 130.5

Provisions 6.8 4.2 5.5 7.0 10.7

Non-current liabilities 0 0 0 0 0

Current liabilities 50.0 70.2 70.2 56.4 61.2

  198.4 229.4 217.7 197.0 202.4

Movements in group equity          
Balance on 1 January 155.0 142.0 133.6 130.5 135.8
Result for the financial year -12.4 12.4 7.6 2.7 -5.7
Other movements -1.0 0.6 0.8 0.4 0.4

Balance on 31 December 141.6 155.0 142.0 133.6 130.5

2020                    
Amounts x €1 million, unless stated otherwise                    
    2020   2019   2018   2017   2016

Abbridget consolidated income statements                
Net revenue   57.9   140.5   124.4   115.7   111.1
Other revenue   12.6   0   2.4   0.5   19.7

Total operating revenue   70.5   140.5   126.8   116.2   130.8

Third-party services, materials and other expenses   40.4   71.0   63.6   60.7   67.1
Personnel costs   33.2   36.7   37.2   34.9   41.7
Amortisation, depreciation, impairment fixed assets   11.9   11.4   12.7   13.7   29.3

Total operating expenses   85.5   119.1   113.5   109.3   138.1

Operating result   -15.0   21.4   13.3   6.9   -7.3
Financial income and expenses   0.9   0.5   0.5   0.1   -0.2
Result before tax   -14.1   21.9   13.8   7.0   -7.5

Corporation tax   3.4   -6.6   -4.1   -2.5   3.0
Third-party minority interest   -1.7   -2.9   -2.1   -1.8   -1.2

Net result   -12.4   12.4   7.6   2.7   -5.7

Cash flow from operating activities   -7.7   19.6   32.7   7.3   12.1

Net investments in fixed assets   9.6   8.7   2.0   5.5   15.1

Average number of employees   480   526   531   548   593
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